Alternate Solution to the Lower-Limit Problem

In Section 3.3 of the paper, we describe how currencies—like all mechanisms for providing isolation—impose lower limits on resource allocations. These limits prevent lottery scheduling from fully supporting the semantics of UNIX's `nice` utility. To solve this problem, we developed a utility that allows users to transfer some of their user currency’s funding to another currency (the “nice” currency) that is then used to fund a resource-intensive task (see Section 4.6 and Figure 4 of the paper).

One problem with this original solution is that the transferred resource rights are never restored. When all resource principals funded by the “nice” currency exit, the currency, and all of its backing tickets, are destroyed. However, because the kernel cannot know that these backing tickets originally belonged to the user currency, the user currency’s funding remains at a reduced level. As a result, an additional utility would be needed to allow users to regain their currency’s original funding.

To overcome this problem, we developed an alternate utility that succeeds in performing a temporary transfer of resource rights. It uses a ticket exchange (Section 3.2 of the paper) to take away a small percentage of the user currency’s resource rights and give them to the “nice” currency. As Figure A1 shows, the fact that we use a ticket exchange means that the user currency’s original backing tickets are not modified. Instead, the user currency receives negative tickets that reduce its resource rights by the amount being transferred (see Section 3.2.2 of the paper). When all principals funded by the “nice” currency exit, the currency is destroyed as before. But because its backing tickets are part of an exchange, the exchange is undone and the negative tickets held by the user currency are also destroyed. The user currency thereby regains the funding that it held before the transfer of resource rights took place.

Our source distribution (`ftp://ftp.eecs.harvard.edu/pub/vino/vino-usenix2000`) includes both versions of the utility. In the directory `src/utils/vino/usr.bin/vnice`, `vnice.c` contains the source for the new solution, and `vnice.old` contains the source for the original solution.
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